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Mutual Fund Skill In Timing Market, Volatility, Liquidity and

Sentiment——Evidence From China

Abstract

In this article, I examine market, volatility, liquidity, and sentiment timing ability. Using the
sample of stock mutual funds from January 2005 to December 2020, I examine the existence
and persistence of multiple dimensions of mutual fund managers' timing abilities. First, this
study shows that mutual fund managers can time volatility, liquidity, and sentiment but have
less ability to time market returns. And fund managers with good timing ability do not just
rely on luck. In addition, in the results of the persistence test of the timing ability of fund
managers, the timing strategies of most funds will reverse in the long run. However, funds
using liquidity-timing and sentiment-timing skills tend to continue the original strategy in the
short term. Finally, from the result of the persistence of fund timing performance, whether in
the long-term or the short-term, the current timing performance of most funds cannot predict
future timing performance, and less than 10% of funds have persistent timing performance.
Meanwhile, from the perspective of the persistence of funds with top and bottom performance,
about 15% of the funds with top performance can maintain their top performance. Still, nearly
30% of the funds have an extreme reversal of timing performance, including switching from
top performance to bottom performance or from bottom performance to top performance.

Keywords: Chinese A-share market, mutual funds timing ability, performance persistence,
market timing, volatility timing, liquidity timing, sentiment timing
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1.Introduction

I focus on whether mutual fund managers are timing well across multiple

dimensions, including market returns, volatility, liquidity, and sentiment. Investors

can benefit from the timing skills of mutual fund managers if managers have good

timing skills, which can continue to lead to good timing performance. Since Treynor

and Mazuy (1966), more and more researchers begin to pay attention to the research

on the timing ability of fund managers. If mutual fund managers can predict market

trends well and adjust portfolio market exposure accordingly, a portion of the fund's

returns will benefit from their timing skills. Therefore, the researchers try to use

various timing models to verify the existence of the timing ability of mutual fund

managers. Treynor and Mazuy (1966) first establish a market timing model, which

introduces beta and market returns into the model in the form of curvature. So for

each factor to measure market timing, there are two parts, the return for the factor and

the squared return for the factor. Henriksson and Merton (1981) adjust the market

timing model to introduce a dummy variable, which equals one if the market is good

and 0 if the market is bad. The coefficient of this term is the difference between the

coefficients of the good and the bad markets. They believe that fund managers with

timing ability should have a higher coefficient for the timing factor in a good market.

However, in most studies, there is little evidence that mutual fund managers have

good market timing ability, which is that they can adjust the market exposure of their

portfolios based on forecasts of market returns (Grinblatt and Titman, 1989; Ferson

and Schadt, 1996; Jiang, 2003; Chen et al., 2010 and Ferson and Mo, 2016). There is

only a small amount of research showing that mutual fund managers can successfully

time the market return (Bollen and Busse, 2001; Jiang et al., 2007; Liao et al., 2017).

In addition, volatility-timing, liquidity-timing, and sentiment-timing abilities are

new valid perspectives to study the timing ability of mutual fund managers.

Compared to market return, many studies on volatility-timing show that mutual fund

managers have volatility timing ability (Busse, 1999; Bodson et al., 2013; Ferson and

Mo, 2016). Further, Cao et al. (2013) extend the timing literature and document that
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fund managers can time market liquidity. Liquidity timing becomes a new dimension

for mutual fund managers' timing ability verification. More recently, as more and

more researchers pay attention to the impact of investor sentiment on stock returns,

some researchers begin to study the timing ability of sentiment. Zheng, Osmer, and

Zhang (2018) use a sentiment timing model, and they find that fund managers adjust

the market exposure of their portfolios to changes in market sentiment.

Meanwhile, more and more researchers begin to study the timing ability of

mutual fund managers from multiple perspectives. Cao et al. (2013b) conduct a joint

test of market-timing, volatility-timing, and liquidity-timing. The results show that,

compared with market timing ability, volatility and liquidity timing ability have

higher significance. Liao and Zhang (2017) focus on several dimensions of timing

ability, including the market timing, volatility timing, and liquidity timing of Chinese

mutual funds. They find that Chinese mutual fund managers have the ability to time

market returns, volatility, and liquidity.

The difference in timing performance between funds may come from the timing

ability of fund managers on the one hand and random chance on the other. The

difficulty of judging the timing ability of fund managers lies in distinguishing whether

fund performance comes from power or luck. Some researchers use bootstrap analysis

to distinguish whether the timing ability of fund managers is due to luck (Kosowski et

al., 2006; Fama and French, 2010; Cao et al., 2013). Therefore, I also use this method

to test whether mutual fund managers have timing ability.

In this paper, I analyze the timing ability of funds from four perspectives of

market, liquidity, volatility, and sentiment, aiming to have a more comprehensive

understanding of the timing ability of Chinese mutual fund managers. Currently, there

is literature on whether Chinese mutual fund managers can grasp market timing from

the sentiment perspective, and market sentiment is unique risk exposure. As an

emerging market, the Chinese market differs from other developed markets in many

ways. First, the problem of information asymmetry is evident in the Chinese market.

That is, institutional investors have more and faster access to information than

individual investors (Liao et al., 2011). Therefore, in China, institutional investors
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have a great information advantage.

Moreover, in the Chinese market, especially the A-share market, individual

investors account for a very high proportion of investors. According to the official

statistics of the stock exchange, more than 80% of the trading volume comes from

individual investors, while this proportion is less than 20% in many developed

markets. Because individual investors are easily sentiment-driven, their behavior is

predictable for mutual fund managers. Third, in the Chinese market, government

activities and policies have a significant impact on the Chinese stock market (Wang et

al., 2017).

In my paper, I use stock mutual funds with a duration of more than 12 months

from 2005 to 2020 as a sample to test the timing ability of Chinese mutual fund

managers. Because before 2005, there are fewer funds and almost no funds that meet

the sample filter conditions. The number of stock mutual funds in the sample is 729. I

mainly analyze the timing ability of fund managers from two perspectives, one is

whether mutual fund managers have timing ability, and the other is whether this

timing ability is persistent.

For the question of whether fund managers have timing ability, I mainly use

cross-sectional regression and bootstrap analysis to test. The results show that mutual

fund managers have these four timing abilities, but compared with volatility, liquidity,

and sentiment timing ability, fund managers' market timing ability is relatively weak.

At the same time, according to the results of the bootstrap analysis, the excellent

timing ability of fund managers is not only due to luck.

In addition, for studying the persistence of timing ability, I use the

Fama-MacBeth method to regress the timing coefficient and its lagged value and

observe the regression coefficients. From the results, under the measures of

market-timing, volatility-timing, liquidity-timing, and sentiment-timing, in the long

run, the number of funds with a timing strategy reversing is about twice the number of

funds with a sustained timing strategy. But in the short term, funds using

liquidity-timing and sentiment-timing strategies tend to continue their original

strategy.
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Even if fund managers maintain their original timing strategy, it does not mean

that they can continue to bring economic value to investors. To further explore the

economic value of fund managers' timing ability, I mainly adopt two methods to test

the fund performance based on timing models. The first is to test the persistence of the

timing performance of all funds. I use the Fama-MacBeth method to regress the

timing performance and its lagged value and observe the regression coefficients. For

market, volatility, liquidity, and sentiment timing, the regression coefficients of more

than 60% of the funds are not significant at the 10% confidence level, which means

that the current timing performance of most funds cannot significantly predict future

performance. At the same time, whether long-term or short-term, the regression

coefficient of most funds is less than 0, which indicates that most funds reverse their

performance. The proportion of funds with significant reversal performance is similar

in the long-term and short-term (about 15%). In addition, only a small number of fund

performance (less than 10%) has significant persistence. However, compared with the

number of funds with long-term timing performance persistence, the number of funds

with short-term timing performance persistence is higher.

Although the former method examines the level of persistence of fund

performance based on the timing model, it cannot tell whether top funds can maintain

their performance. In order to further test the persistence of stock mutual funds with

top and bottom timing performance, I use timing performance to sort the funds into

deciles yearly and quarterly and define the top and bottom portfolios. The retention

and reversal rates of the funds in the portfolio are calculated quarterly and annually,

respectively. The result shows that about 10-20% of funds in the top portfolios have

sustained timing ability. In addition, about 30% of the fund ’ s performance shows

extreme reversion, that is, from top portfolio to bottom portfolio or from bottom

portfolio to top portfolio.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 explains the literature

review. Section 3 describes the mutual fund data and factors used in this paper, and
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the methodology used to evaluate the existence of timing ability and its persistence.

Section 4 presents the empirical result and analysis. Section 5 concludes my paper.

2. Literature Review

This study is related to the literature on the evaluation method of fund

performance, timing ability and the persistence of fund performance.

2.1 How to evaluate fund performance
When evaluating mutual fund performance, it is important to have a sound and

efficient evaluation method. It is generally believed that if the fund's actual return is

higher than the benchmark return, then the fund manager can obtain an excess return.

Throughout the relevant literature on the performance evaluation methods of stock

mutual funds. There are mainly three evaluation methods: market risk-adjusted

indicators, risk factor models, and stock characteristic models. The performance

evaluation method, from the initial change of net value to the risk adjustment

indicators under the single-factor model and then to the multi-factor model and the

DGTW stock characteristic model. The basis for the continuous development of

mutual fund performance assessment methods is the development of the capital asset

pricing model. Correspondingly, the development of capital asset pricing models can

also continue to promote the improvement of mutual fund performance evaluation

methods.

Since the 1960s, based on the CAPM model, a series of literature propose new

measures of mutual fund performance, including the Treynor Ratio, Sharpe Ratio, and

Jensen's Alpha. Based on the CAPM model, Treynor (1965) establish the Treynor

Ratio, which uses the ratio of excess return to beta in the CAPM model to measure the

fund's excess return under the unit risk. The larger the indicator, the better the

performance of the fund under the unit market risk. In other words, fund managers

can profit by taking market risk. But this indicator has flaws. Since only market risk is

considered, this indicator is not a good measure of all risks assumed by the fund and
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the risk diversification behavior of the fund. That is to say, even if the portfolio

establish by the fund manager has good risk diversification ability, and the overall risk

of the portfolio is lower, this indicator will not change. Sharpe (1966) proposes

Sharpe Ratio to measure the excess return that a fund can obtain under the assumption

of unit risk. The ratio is the ratio of excess return to portfolio risk. Among them, the

portfolio risk is the standard deviation of the investment portfolio's return, which

measures the total risk of the fund portfolio and makes up for the insufficiency of the

Treynor Ratio risk measurement. However, both Treynor and Sharpe Ratio can only

give a single fund performance and cannot well measure the difference between fund

performance and market benchmarks. Therefore, Jensen (1968) proposes Jensen's

Alpha, which is the difference between the fund's actual excess return and the

estimated return calculated by CAPM. This indicator can visually show the

comparison between the actual and expected performance of the mutual fund. If

Jensen's Alpha is greater than 0, the fund is currently outperforming the market.

Further, since the 1990s, evaluation methods based on risk factor adjustment and

stock characteristics have become the mainstream mutual fund performance

evaluation methods in academia. Among them, the factor-model regression method is

first proposed by Jensen (1968), that is to uses the excess return of the fund and the

excess return of the market for regression and uses the intercept term of the regression

to evaluate the performance of the fund. Here, the intercept term alpha represents the

fund manager's performance after removing the stock market's systematic risk.

However, more and more researchers find that there are a large number of anomalies

in the market, and a single market risk factor cannot explain these anomalies well.

Ball and Brown (1968) propose that the market risk factor is not the only factor

determining returns. After that, more and more risk factors related to stock returns are

discovered. Fama and French (1992) find that stocks with higher book-to-market

ratios can achieve higher returns. Subsequently, they (1993) propose a three-factor

model including market, size, and value. Compared with the CAPM model, which

only contains market factors, the three-factor model has higher explanatory power for

stock returns. Based on the momentum effect proposed by Jegadeesh and Titman
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(1993), that is, the current return of stocks has a strong ability to predict future

returns.

Carhart (1997) extends the Fama-French three-factor model and adds the

momentum factor to construct a four-factor model. As more and more risk factors are

discovered, more kinds of multi-factor models are built. Since the Chinese market is

very different from developed markets, it has slightly different market anomalies. Liu,

Stambaugh, and Yuan (2019) replicate the Fama and French (1993) procedure in

China and construct size and value factors. But unlike the Fama and French models,

they use the earnings-price factor instead of the book-to-market ratio to measure the

Chinese value effect. I study Chinese stock mutual funds, so the timing model is

established based on the three-factor model of Liu, Stambaugh, and Yuan (2019). I

measure the timing ability of mutual fund managers while controlling for risk factors.

Although most researchers believe that a multi-factor model with more risk

factors can better capture investor behavior, some researchers find that a single-factor

model can better measure management performance. Barber, Huang, and Odean

(2016) and Berk and van Binsbergen (2016) find that single-factor models can better

estimate fund performance than multi-factor models. Therefore, in the robustness

check, I use a single factor model to test further mutual fund managers' timing ability

to obtain more rigorous conclusions.

In addition to developing risk factors, the discovery of new statistical inference

methods has also contributed to the assessment of performance. Originally, OLS

estimates are widely used in mutual fund performance evaluations. But under OLS

estimation, it is difficult to distinguish whether the significance of regression

coefficients is due to random chance or true predictive power. Subsequently, the new

bootstrap re-sampling method became one of the mainstream inference methods.

Compared with OLS regression, this method can better judge whether the

performance of mutual funds is due to chance. Kosowski, Timmermann, and Wermers

(2006) use the bootstrap method to examine the American mutual fund performance.

They propose that they can obtain different results compared to the common method

when using the bootstrap method. They first use the traditional evaluation model to
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estimate the α of every fund and conduct a bootstrap on the joint distribution of all

α . The final results indicate that sampling variability could not fully explain fund

performance, and star fund managers generally have better skills in picking stocks.

Fama and French (2010) compare the historical α of funds and risk-adjusted return

after 10000 bootstraps. They set α of assumption distribution as 0. Because

simulated fund return can reflect the real characteristic, the simulated historical return

could reflect the distribution when the fund does not obtain any excess return. With a

comparison between simulated historical return and real return, the better fund and the

worse fund could be accurately separated. In my paper, in order to distinguish

whether the timing ability of mutual fund managers is accidental under the condition

of a large sample, bootstrap analysis is also carried out. Since it is an evaluation of

timing ability, when constructing a simulated fund, I assume that the timing

coefficient of the distribution is 0, and the simulated fund does not include the timing

return.

2.2 Measuring method of timing ability

In order to verify whether fund managers can time the market, many researchers

try to establish various timing models to detect the existence of timing ability.

Treynor and Mazuy (1966) construct the first market timing model, a methodology to

analyze whether mutual funds have market timing ability. The model introduces a

squared term for market returns. They argue that if managers can time market returns,

they will increase market exposure when market returns are rising and decrease

market exposure when market returns are falling. If there is market timing ability, the

coefficient of the squared term of the market return is positive. Based on the model

established by Treynor and Mazuy, Henriksson and Merton (1981) add dummy

variables into the market timing model. Treynor and Mazuy argue that the expectation

of change in returns is a continuous process, while Henriksson and Merton argue that

the difference is more discrete. They define a good market as a market with returns

above the risk-free rate and a bad market as a market with returns below the risk-free

rate. A dummy variable is introduced in the timing term, which equals one if the
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market is good and 0 if the market is not good. When the market conditions are better,

the timing term will impact the fund's return. Chang and Lewellen (1984) find a more

straightforward and intuitive approach. They divide the stock market cycle into two

phases: rising and falling, and propose to use coefficients to measure the systemic risk

of the bull market and the bear market, respectively. Based on the Liu et al. (2019)

three-factor model, I use the timing model of Henriksson and Merton (1981) and

Treynor and Mazuy (1966) to test the market-timing performance of mutual fund

managers.

Many scholars study the timing ability of fund managers from the perspective of

market returns. However, in most studies, there is little evidence that mutual fund

managers have good market timing ability, which is that they can adjust the market

exposure of their portfolios based on forecasts of market returns. However, only a

small amount of research shows that mutual fund managers can successfully time the

market return. Bollen and Busse (2001) use daily fund returns to conduct a market

timing test and find that 230 stock mutual funds in the sample have positive timing

ability. They find that mutual funds have significant timing ability more daily than

monthly. Jiang et al. (2007) propose a new method to measure the timing performance

of funds, using the information on mutual fund holdings to measure the timing

performance of funds. They find that mutual funds have positive market timing ability,

and this ability has statistical and economic significance.

Volatility-timing and liquidity-timing are new perspectives on the timing issue.

Busse (1999) extends timing ability literature by examining the ability to timing

volatility exposure based on daily returns. He finds that mutual fund managers tend to

increase market exposure when predicting a decrease in volatility. Ferson and Mo

(2016) find that fund manager with good positive volatility-timing ability are more

likely to engage in adverse volatility timing behavior, which means that they tend to

increase market exposure when the volatility is high. Contrary to Ferson and Mo's

conclusions, my results show that during the sample period, mutual fund managers are

better at negative volatility-timing. That is, they increase market exposure when

volatility is low.
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Cao et al. (2013) extend the timing literature and document that fund manager

can time market liquidity. They find that market liquidity is more predictive than

market returns. Their conclusions show that mutual fund managers tend to increase

the market exposure of their portfolios when liquidity is expected to be high.

Conversely, they decrease the market exposure of their portfolios when liquidity is

low. However, I draw slightly different conclusions. Mutual fund managers are better

at increasing market exposure during times of adverse liquidity. In other words, more

mutual fund managers increase market exposure when market liquidity decreases.

In addition, as more and more scholars pay attention to the impact of investor

sentiment on stock returns, some scholars begin to study the timing ability of

sentiment. Zheng, Osmer, and Zhang (2019) use a sentiment timing model, and they

find that fund managers adjust the market exposure of their portfolios to changes in

market sentiment. Consider the situation in which individual investors dominate the

Chinese market. Because individual investors are easily driven by emotions, their

behavioral trajectories are easily captured by institutional investors. Therefore, this

paper studies the sentiment timing ability of Chinese mutual fund managers. The

results show that mutual fund managers are good at aggressive sentiment-timing. That

is, mutual fund managers will increase the market exposure of their portfolios as

market sentiment rises.

2.3 The persistence of fund performance

The persistence of a fund generally refers to the continuity of the fund's historical

returns or investment style. Specifically, funds with high historical returns will have

higher returns in the future, and those with low historical returns will have lower

returns. Alternatively, funds that currently use positive market-timing will still use

positive market-timing methods in the future. When it comes to the persistence of

fund performance, the consensus is fund performance does persistence, but whether

this persistence could be long-term or short term still be frequently discussed in recent

years.
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Researchers who believe that fund returns have short-term persistence believe

that the duration of fund returns usually does not exceed one year. Hendricks, Patel,

and Zeckhauser (1993) find that funds only have short-term performance persistence.

They use the quarterly performance of U.S. equity mutual funds to perform

regressions and find that the fund's current quarterly performance has significant

predictive power on the next quarter's performance. But when the test interval is

extended to 1 year, this predictive power disappears. Bollen and Busse (2005) find

that the historical performance of funds has quarterly persistence. Unlike most

previous literature that uses monthly data, I use daily data for 729 mutual funds for

research. Each quarter, they rank the funds using the current quarter's fund returns and

find that in the next quarter, the funds that perform well are still doing well, but this

phenomenon disappears as the evaluation period lengthens. I also use quarterly as the

evaluation period, taking 729 stock mutual funds with a duration of more than 12

months from 2005 to 2020 as samples, and conduct persistence tests on fund

managers' timing ability and fund performance based on the timing model,

respectively. Overall, most funds do not have significant persistence in the short term,

whether in terms of the fund's timing ability or the fund's timing performance.

However, compared with market-timing and volatility-timing, the proportion of funds

with short-term continuous liquidity-timing and sentiment-timing ability is

significantly higher, about 3-4 times the former.

In addition, some researchers find that the persistence of fund performance can

usually reach or exceed one year. That is, the fund performance has long-term

persistence. Grinblatt and Titman (1992) find that when mutual funds took five years

as the evaluation period, there is a significant positive correlation between the returns

of the first five years and the returns of the next five years. That is, their returns are

persistent. They believe that this persistence is due to the investment ability of the

fund manager. Berk and Van Binsbergen (2015) believe that the traditional alpha

method cannot reflect the ability of fund managers well, so fund performance can be

evaluated from the value-added perspective. And, they find that from this perspective,

the fund's performance has 10-year persistence. At the same time, I also use one year
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as the test interval to conduct persistence tests on the fund managers' timing ability

and fund performance based on the timing model. I find that during the one-year

evaluation period, the number of funds with persistent timing ability decreased

significantly, especially from the perspective of liquidity-timing and

sentiment-timing.

The persistence of fund performance may be correlated with the ability of the

fund manager. Most researchers attribute the persistence of fund performance in part

to the skills of fund managers, including timing and stock picking skills. Elton,

Gruber, and Blake (1996) argue that fund performance contains information, and

mutual fund managers' persistence comes from their ability to identify information

and make choices. Busse and Tong (2012) believe that fund performance persistence

comes from fund managers' industry selection ability. However, there are still a tiny

number of scholars (Grinblatt、Titman and Wermers, 1995; Carhart, 1997) who find

that the out-performance of top funds is due to other reasons, for example, the result

of the momentum effect of Jegadeesh and Titman (1993). In this paper, I hope to

verify whether fund performance's persistence is related to mutual fund managers'

ability by studying the persistence of mutual fund managers' timing ability and fund

performance based on the timing model. At the same time, I explore the economic

value of mutual fund managers' timing ability to investors.

3. Data and Methodology

3.1 Data

Mutual fund data come from the China Stock Market and Accounting Research

(CSMAR) database. The sample of mutual funds chosen in my paper is the stock

mutual fund which exists for more than 12 months, from January 2005 to December

2020, with a total of 729 samples. The sample period is chosen mainly considering the

small number of funds before 2005. In the Chinese mutual fund market, before

August 2015, a fund must have 60% of its assets invested in the A-share market to be
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classified as an actively managed equity mutual fund. Beginning in August 2015, this

minimum threshold increase from 60% to 80%. Therefore, this article's stock mutual

fund sample has at least 60% of its assets investe in the A-share market.

Figure 1 plots the annual change in the number of stock mutual funds in the

sample and the duration of the fund. More than 50% of the mutual funds in the sample

exist for five years, while only about 10% of the mutual funds exist for ten years.

From 2005 to 2020, the number of stock mutual funds increased yearly, with an

average annual growth rate of about 46%. Between 2009-2012 and 2014-2015, the

annual growth rate of the number of funds is relatively large; after 2015, the growth

rate become flat.

I construct timing models based on Liu et al. (2019) three-factor model.

Following Liu, Stambaugh, and Yuan (2019), the three factors (MKT, SMB, and

VMG) used in my paper comes from Stambaugh's website. Based on the method of

Fama and French (1973), they construct size and value factors for China which can

explain more anomalies in the Chinese market.

Timing factors used in the model include market, volatility, liquidity, and

sentiment factors that come from the CSMAR database. Volatility is measured by

monthly realized market volatility. Liquidity is measured by Pastor-Stambaugh

Liquidity (Pastor and Stambaugh, 2003). This article uses the sentiment index

constructed by Sun and Wei (2014) to measure investor sentiment in terms of investor

sentiment measurement. This method is based on the BW (Baker and Wurgler, 2006)

index construction method. They chose six proxy indicators, including the average

discount rate of Closed-end Funds (CEFD), the average return on the first day of IPO

(RIOP), the number of IPO (NIPO), the new investor account (NA), the market

turnover rate (TURN) and the consumer confidence index (CCI), to construct the

Chinese investor sentiment index. The specific timing factor measurement method is

in Appendix A.

In table 1, I report the summary statistics for the stock mutual funds sample and

factors. Between 2005 and 2020, the monthly average excess return of the stock

mutual funds in the sample is 0.98%, slightly higher than the market average excess
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return (0.95%). The 25%-75% range of the excess return of mutual funds is

0.39%-1.87%, which is smaller than the market return range. The average return of

the size factor is 0.75%, which means that the small company has a significant return

premium from January 2005 to December 2020. The average return of value factor is

0.99% which documents that value stocks dominate the stock market in the sample

period. The mean volatility measure and sentiment index are positive, 1.8%, and

0.062 per month. The average liquidity is -0.969 per month.

Figure 2 plots the time series of monthly realized volatility. Market volatility is

highest in 2015. In both 2008 and 2015, market volatility fluctuate considerably, and

compared with 2015, the high volatility situation in 2008 maintain for a more

extended period. Figures 3 and 4 plot time series of liquidity and investor sentiment

separately. Similarly, between 2008 and 2015, both sentiment and liquidity indicators

see large fluctuations. Overall, the changes in the three timing factors selected in my

paper are all closely related to market returns, mainly when the market index occurs at

an extreme value. Therefore, the volatility, liquidity, and sentiment factors of the

China A-share market used in my article are appropriate.

3.2 Methodology

This part mainly describes the research methods used in my paper. First, in order

to test whether mutual fund managers have timing ability, I estimate the timing model

and count the t-value distribution of its timing coefficient. Further, I conduct a

bootstrap analysis to distinguish whether this timing skill is due to luck. Additionally,

to test whether this timing ability is persistent, I first use the regression method of

Fama and MacBeth (1973). The timing coefficient for timing models measures the

timing ability.

Finally, to further analyze whether the ability of fund managers can bring

economic value to investors, I also verify the persistence of fund performance based

on timing models. I first calculate the fund timing performance using the alpha and

timing terms in the regression results of the timing models. Similar to the persistence

test for timing ability, the method of Fama and MacBeth is used to test the persistence
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of the timing performance of all funds. Then, in order to test the persistence of top and

bottom fund performance, I use the fund timing performance to rank the funds and

build a top-bottom equal-weight portfolio based on this. The frequency of reordering

is quarterly and annual, and I calculate the portfolio retention and reversal rate by

recording the changes in funds in the portfolio. At the same time, to obtain a more

rigorous conclusion, I use the CAPM model to replace the three-factor model of Liu

et al. (2019) as the basis for constructing timing models to test the timing ability of

mutual fund managers.

3.2.1 Timing models

I first construct timing models to examine the market, volatility, liquidity, and

sentiment timing abilities of Chinese mutual fund managers. Based on Liu,

Stambaugh, and Yuan's (2019) three-factor model, TM (Treynor and Mazuy, 1966)

and HM (Henriksson and Merton, 1981) timing model, I construct the following

timing models, respectively. Based on the three-factor model, including size and value

factors in the model is because, compared to a large company, small stocks are more

tend to earn a higher return. But I can not conclude that a fund manager who invests

more in small stocks and performs well is due to being highly skilled.

Market-timing model:

I use Treynor and Mazuy's (1966) and Henriksson and Merton's (1981) timing

model to test whether mutual fund managers in the Chinese market have market

timing ability. The formulas are as follows:

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γiRm,t2+βi,2SMBt + βi,3VMGt+ϵi,t （1）

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γiRm,tD+βi,2SMBt + βi,3VMGt+ϵi,t （2）

Ri,t is the monthly excess return ( ri − rf) on fund i in month t; rf is the monthly

return of a one-year Chinese deposit; Rm,t is the monthly market excess return in
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month t; SMBt and VMGt are the China size and value factor. D is a dummy

variable. When rm > rf , D=1. Timing coefficients ( γi ) in two models reflect the

market-timing skill.

The difference between the two market timing models is that in the TM model, it

is believed that managers with good market timing skills will increase exposure when

market returns rise and decrease exposure when market returns fall. This is a

continuous process. Hence market returns are introduced into the model in the form of

curvature. But in the HM model, a fund managed by a manager with good timing

skills should have a higher coefficient when the market is good. That is, when the

market is good, it will increase market exposure. Therefore, the dummy variable is

introduced into the model. When the market is in good condition, D=1, and the

corresponding coefficient is βi,1+γi .

Volatility-timing model:

βi,t−1 = βi,1 + γiE(Vm,t − Vm + vt) （3）

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γi(Vm,t − Vm)Rm,t+βi,2SMBt + βi,3VMGt+ϵi,t （4）

γi represents the volatility-timing ability and Vm,t is the realized market

volatility. Vm is the average realized market volatility across all months in the

sample. vt is a forecast noise that is unknown until time t. If the volatility coefficient

(γi ) is negative, a fund manager is likely to decrease portfolio exposure when the

current market volatility is greater than its historical mean. This means that fund

managers reduce market exposure when market volatility is high.

Liquidity-timing model:

βi,t−1 = βi,1 + γiE(Lm,t − Lm + vt) （5）

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γi(Lm,t − Lm)Rm,t+βi,2SMBt + βi,3VMGt+ϵi,t （6）
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γi represents the liquidity-timing ability and Lm,t is the market liquidity-timing

(Pastor and Stambaugh, 2003) in month t. Lm is the average market liquidity across

all months in the sample. vt is a forecast noise that is unknown until time t. A

positive liquidity coefficient means a fund manager will likely to increase portfolio

exposure when the current market liquidity is greater than its historical mean. This

shows that fund managers can predict market liquidity well and are good at using high

liquidity to increase portfolio exposure.

Sentiment-timing model:

βi,t−1 = βi,1 + γiE(Sentt − Sent + vt) （7）

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γi(Sentt − Sent)Rm,t+βi,2SMBt + βi,3VMGt+ϵi,t （8）

γi represents the sentiment-timing ability and Sentt is the sentiment-timing

measure in month t. Sent is the average sentiment. vt is a forecast noise that is

unknown until time t. A negative sentiment coefficient indicates a fund manager

decrease portfolio exposure when the market sentiment is high. At the same time,

based on the CAPM model, I establish timing models to conduct further robustness

checks on the timing ability of mutual fund managers. The formula is as follows:

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γiRm,t2+ϵi,t （9）

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γiRm,tD+ϵi,t （10）

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γi(Vm,t − Vm)Rm,t+ϵi,t （11）

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γi(Lm,t − Lm)Rm,t+ϵi,t （12）

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γi(Sentt − Sent)Rm,t+ϵi,t （13）

3.2.2 Bootstrap analysis
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In order to further distinguish superior funds from inferior funds, that is, to

determine whether the timing ability of the fund manager is due to luck. I refer to the

method of Kosowski et al. (2006) and Fama and French (2010) for bootstrap

simulation. Specific steps are as follows:

First, using the following timing models, estimate and store the time series of

regression coefficients { αi
�
, βi
�
, γi
�
} and residuals { ϵi,t� }. Then, the residuals are

re-sampled with random replacement. In my paper, the number of sampling is 1000

times, that is, b=1,2,...,1000. Through the above re-sampling, a time series of

bootstrapped residuals is obtained {ϵi,tb � }. Thirdly, using the time series of randomly

sampled residuals, I construct a simulated fund without timing coefficient (γi=0) and

calculate the excess return (Ri,tb ) of the simulated fund. That is, I assume that the

simulated fund has no timing ability.

Ri,tb = αi
�
+ βi,1

�
Rm,t+βi,1

�
SMBt + βi,1

�
VMGt+ϵi,tb � （14）

Using the obtained excess returns of the simulated funds, estimate the timing

model (market, volatility, liquidity and sentiment), and record the timing coefficient

and its t-value. Since the timing term is removed during the construction of the

simulated fund, all significant non-zero timing coefficients in the estimation of the

new timing model come from random sampling. If fund managers have timing skills,

the absolute value of the t-value corresponding to the timing coefficient of the actual

fund should be higher than the fund simulated by the bootstrap method. This shows

that fund managers have good timing ability under both positive and negative timing

measures, and this ability is not only due to luck.

4. Empirical Analysis
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In this section, the first part, I examine whether stock mutual fund managers

have timing ability, including market, volatility, liquidity, and sentiment timing ability,

by analyzing descriptive statistics and the distribution of t-values for the timing

coefficient of each fund. The second part conducts bootstrap analysis to test further

whether mutual fund managers have timing skills rather than relying on luck. The

third part is persistence analysis for timing ability. I collect the timing coefficient and

use it to estimate Fama-MacBeth's (1993) regression and rolling build top and bottom

portfolios to test whether the timing ability of mutual fund managers is sustainable.

Finally, to test whether the timing ability of fund managers can bring economic value

to investors, I examine the persistence of fund performance based on timing models.

4.1 Timing ability test

To assess the timing ability of mutual fund managers, I estimate timing models

from four dimensions: market timing, volatility timing, liquidity timing, and

sentiment timing. I report the cross-sectional distribution of t-values for timing

coefficients in table 2.

From table 2, under the condition of market timing measure, whether the TM

model or HM model, the difference in the distribution of t-value of timing coefficient

is insignificant. Specifically, at the 10% significance level, the number of funds with

significant market timing ability is relatively small, and the number of funds with

positive and negative market timing skills is similar. In the results of the TM model,

12.92% of the funds have a t-value less than -1.645, while 12.65% have a t-value

greater than 1.645. From the results of the HM model, 11.32% of funds have a t-value

less than -1.645, and 9.19% of funds have a t-value greater than 1.645.

The volatility, liquidity, and sentiment timing ability of mutual fund managers

are more significant than their market timing ability. From the t-value distribution of

volatility and liquidity timing coefficients, their left tails are thicker than right tails,

indicating that mutual fund managers are better at negative volatility and liquidity

timing. Under volatility timing measures, the proportion of funds with a t-value less

than -1.645 (14.25%) is greater than that of funds with a t-value greater than 1.645
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(7.72%). This suggests that more fund managers will increase market exposure when

there is low volatility. At the same time, about 23.57% of fund managers will increase

market exposure when liquidity is inferior. Conversely, more mutual fund managers

tend to engage in positive sentiment timing from a sentiment timing measure

perspective. 20.11% of funds have t-statistics of sentiment timing coefficients greater

than 1.645, which means that mutual fund managers increase market exposure when

investor sentiment is elevated.

4.2 Bootstrap analysis

Referring to the methods of Kosowski et al. (2006) and Fama and French (2010),

I use bootstrap analysis to test whether the timing ability of mutual fund managers is

due to luck. Table 3 reports the results of the bootstrap analysis. Under the market,

volatility, liquidity, and sentiment timing measures, the percentage that the absolute

value of the t value of the timing coefficient for actual funds is greater than that of the

deal for simulated funds are 54.2%, 55.2%, 54.7%, 61.5%, and 60.4% respectively.

From the t-value distribution of coefficients, in most percentages, the absolute value

of the t-value of the actual fund is larger than that of the simulated fund, especially at

the rate of 1%-10% at the top and bottom. From the perspective of market timing, the

proportion of funds with a strong relationship between market exposure and market

timing is 20%, but this proportion is only 10% in simulated funds. Under the volatility

timing measure, the t-value of the timing coefficient for the bottom 10% actual fund is

-1.953, while the simulated fund's t-value is only -1.5. That means that actual funds

have a significantly negative volatility timing skill compared to simulated funds.

Similarly, under the condition of liquidity timing, comparing the t-value of the

timing coefficient for the actual fund and the simulated fund at the bottom10%, the

significance level of the actual fund (t = -2.58) is much higher than that of the

simulated fund (t = -1.57). In addition, under the condition of sentiment timing, this

difference in significance level is reflected in the t-value of the top 10%, that the

t-value of the simulated fund is 1.57, and the t-value of the actual fund is 2.41. From

the above analysis results, the top-ranked funds with significant timing ability,
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whether good at positive or negative timing, timing ability, including market,

volatility, liquidity, and sentiment timing ability, not only due to luck. In other words,

fund managers with good timing skills do not rely on luck.

4.3 Persistence of timing ability analysis

After examining whether mutual fund managers have timing skills and whether

such skills are due to luck, the persistence of this timing ability also deserves attention

from investors. I mainly examine whether the timing ability of mutual fund managers

is sustainable by using the method of Fama and MacBeth (1993).

Specifically, the method of Fama and MacBeth (1993) is used to conduct

cross-sectional regression to test whether this timing ability has persistence in the

quarterly and annual horizon, respectively. By estimating timing models, I obtain

timing coefficients. The frequencies of the above estimation are quarterly and yearly,

respectively. Then, timing coefficients are regressed using the Fama-MacBeth method.

I run regressions for fund timing coefficients and their lagged values.

γi,t =αt
p+βt

pγi,t−1+ϵt
p （15）

The existence of persistence is determined by the significance of the slope

coefficient of the regression. The timing ability is persistent if the slope coefficient is

significantly greater than zero. On the contrary, if the slope coefficient is significantly

less than zero, it indicates that the current timing ability may reverse performance.

This means that funds that currently use positive timing skills will use negative timing

strategies in the next time horizon.

Panel A and B in table 4 report the test result for the persistence of timing ability.

In panel A, I estimate the timing coefficient annually. From the results, the timing

ability of most fund managers does not have significant persistence from the

perspective of market-timing, volatile-timing, liquidity-timing, or sentiment-timing.

And the number of funds that switch timing strategies is twice that of those that
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continue timing strategies. From the significance of the Fama-French regression

coefficient, only about 20% of the funds have significant coefficients at the 10%

significance level, and more than 70% have significant negative correlations. And this

proportion is as high as 80% under the sentiment-timing measure. Under the

market-timing, volatility-timing, liquidity-timing, or sentiment-timing measures, the

proportions of funds with significant and persistent timing ability are 5.2%, 5.4%,

3.5%, 6.0%, and 3.9%, respectively. In comparison, the proportions of funds with

reverse timing strategies are 12.7%, 15.4%, 11.4%, 17.8%, and 19.0% respectively.

In panel B, I estimate the timing coefficient quarterly. In the short term, the

conclusions are almost unchanged under the market-timing and volatility-timing

measures. However, under the liquidity-timing measure, the number of funds with a

continual timing strategy doubled. In contrast, the share of funds with a significant

inversion timing strategy decreased from 17.8% to just 5.5%. The results of

sentiment-timing also changed significantly. The number of funds that continue the

original sentiment-timing strategy also doubled, and the number of funds that reversed

the sentiment-timing strategy dropped from 19.0% to only 3.6%. This shows that fund

managers using liquidity-timing and sentiment-timing are more inclined to switch the

timing strategy in the long run. In contrast, in the short term, more fund managers are

inclined to continue the original direction of the timing strategy.

4.4 Economic value of timing measures

The test results in the previous section show that the number of funds with a

reversal timing strategy is generally higher than that of funds with a persistent timing

strategy. But sometimes, the reversal of timing strategy may not mean that the fund

manager does not have good timing ability. Therefore, in this part, by examining the

persistence of fund performance based on the timing model, I hope to find further the

economic value of the fund manager's timing ability to investors.

Perfi,t=αi+γif(Rm,t) （16）
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Perfi,t =αt
p+βt

pPerfi,t−1+ϵt
p （17）

f(Rm,t) is the timing term in timing models. For example, it is corresponding to

TM market timing model, f(Rm,t)=Rm,t2 . The existence of persistence is determined

by the significance of the slope coefficient of the regression. The mutual fund

performance is persistent if the slope coefficient is significantly greater than zero. If

the slope coefficient is considerably less than zero, the current timing performance

may reverse performance. If the slope coefficient is statistically equal to zero, it

indicates that the current performance cannot predict future performance.

Table 5 shows the Fama-MacBeth (1973) regression results, including the

regression coefficients and the t-value distribution of the coefficients. In Panel A,

timing performance is calculated for each year. Under various timing ability measures

of funds, the reversal of funds ’ timing performance is more significant, and the

significance level of the regression coefficient for most funds is not high. Under

market timing, less than 20% of the funds have significant slope coefficients at the

10% confidence level, and 70% have significantly negative slope coefficients. For

performance calculated using the TM model, a 1% increase in market timing

performance is associated with a 0.22% decrease in the performance in the following

year.

Similarly, for the performance calculated by the HM model, a 1% increase in

market timing performance is associated with a 0.17% decrease in the performance in

the following year. In addition, about 70% of funds have negative slope coefficients

under volatility, liquidity, and sentiment timing. Among them, the proportions of

funds whose timing performance has long-term persistence are 4.6%, 4.8%, and 3.6%,

respectively. The proportions of funds with long-term reversal performance are 12.3%,

13.4%, and 8.4%, respectively.

In panel B of Table 5, timing performance is calculated quarterly. Similar to the

regression results for timing performance calculated annually, the timing performance

of most funds will reverse. Under market, volatility, liquidity, and sentiment timing,
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the proportion of funds with a t-value less than -1.645 is 12.8%, 16.0%, 16.0%, 11.5%,

and 12.1%, which is close to the results in panel A. Generally, the number of funds

with significantly reversed timing performance is similar in the long and short term.

However, from the perspective of the persistence of the timing performance of the

fund, compared with the persistence of the long-term timing ability, in the short term,

the number of funds with the continuous market, volatility, liquidity, and sentiment

timing ability increase significantly. The proportions of funds with a t-value of the

slope coefficient greater than 1.645 are 6.3%, 3.5%, 7.2%, 5.1%, and 6.9%,

respectively.

The above regression examines the persistence of the overall timing performance

of mutual fund managers. It is found that in the long term or in the short time, most

funds have reversed their performance, and only a small number of funds have

significant persistence in their timing performance. But we cannot verify in the above

regression results whether funds with performance persistence have top performance.

In order to further test the persistence of the timing performance across the top and

bottom funds, I use the timing performance calculated by the alpha and timing terms

to sort the funds and establish the corresponding top and bottom fund portfolio.

Specifically, the funds are sorted according to the calculated timing performance to

form 10 equal-weighted portfolios. The top 10% of the funds with the highest

performance are combined into the top portfolio, and the lowest 10% are combined

into the bottom portfolio. Every decile is an equal-weighted portfolio and will be

reordered quarterly or annually. By calculating the retention rate of the portfolio in the

adjacent period, that is, the percentage of funds that have not changed in the portfolio,

I can judge whether the top-performing funds are still top-performing funds in the

following period.

Panel A in Table 6 reports the retention and extreme reversal rates of funds in the

top and bottom portfolios, which are re-balanced yearly. Overall, the extreme reverse

rate of timing performance is lower than the excessive retention rate. At the same time,

the retention rate of the bottom portfolio is lower than that of the top portfolio, but its

reverse rate is generally higher than that of the top portfolio. This may be due to
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survival bias. That is, funds in the bottom portfolio that cannot improve their

performance cannot survive for a long time. In the measurement of market timing

under the TM model, 17.1% of the funds in the top portfolio can maintain top

performance in the next year, but 10.8% of the funds have an extreme reversal

performance and enter the bottom portfolio from the top portfolio. This proportion is

slightly decreased in the HM model. That is, 16.7% of the funds can maintain top

market timing performance, but 8.2% of the funds reverse their performance. Under

the performance measures of the two market timing models, the extreme reversal rates

of timing performance are 26.9% and 20.9%, respectively, and the extreme retention

rates of performance are 30.3% and 27.6%, respectively. Under the performance

measures of volatility, liquidity, and sentiment timing model, the proportion of funds

that can maintain top performance in the next year is 17.6%, 14.8%, and 14.1%,

respectively. More than 20% of funds experienced extreme reversals in performance.

Panel B in Table 6 reports the retention and extreme reversal rates of funds in the

top and bottom portfolios, which are re-balanced every quarterly. Compared with the

top and bottom portfolios reordered by year, the portfolios reordered by quarter, and

the performance of the funds in the portfolio has a higher extreme retention rate and

extreme reversal rate. And contrary to the long-term portfolio, in the short-term

portfolio, the retention rate of the fund's performance in the bottom portfolio is

generally higher than that of the top portfolio. The retention rate of the top short-term

portfolio is close to the retention rate of the top long-term portfolio. This shows that

the increase in the retention rate of the portfolio in the short term is mainly due to the

bottom portfolio. In other words, funds with top performance have similar levels of

timing performance persistence in the long-term and short-term.

4.5 Robustness check

Although most studies have found that multi-factor models have better

explanatory power for fund performance, some researchers still have different

conclusions. Barber, Huang, and Odean (2016) and Berk and van Binsbergen (2016)

find that single-factor models can better estimate fund performance than multi-factor
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models. Therefore, I use the CAPM model to further test mutual fund managers'

timing ability to obtain more rigorous conclusions.

Table 7 shows the t-value distribution of the timing coefficient of the timing

model estimated based on the CAPM model. In general, the number of funds with

significant timing ability decreased under multiple measures of timing ability. Similar

to the results of the multi-factor model, the number of funds with positive

market-timing ability is similar to the number of funds with negative market-timing

ability, and the overall proportion is relatively low. Under the volatility-timing and

liquidity-timing measures, there are still more funds with significant negative timing

ability, accounting for 14.41% and 18.9%, respectively. However, from the

perspective of emotional timing, there is not much difference between the proportion

of funds with positive timing ability and the proportion of funds with negative timing

ability. Positive sentiment timing funds account for 2% more than negative sentiment

timing funds.

Table 8 reports the result for the persistence of timing ability in Fama- MacBeth

regression. Similar to the three-factor model results, about 70% of the funds still have

negative regression coefficients, whether in the long term or in the short term. In other

words, the timing strategy of most funds will reverse. At the same time, from the

long-term to the short-term, the proportion of funds with significantly reversed

liquidity-timing and sentiment-timing ability decreases significantly, which is also

consistent with our previous conclusions. Although some of the timing regression

coefficients are too large, the test results of the mutual fund manager's timing ability

under the CAPM model are consistent with the three-factor model's results.

5. Conclusion

In my paper, I use a sample of 729 Chinese actively managed equity mutual

funds from January 2005 to December 2020 to examine the timing ability of mutual

fund managers from four dimensions: market return, volatility, liquidity, and
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sentiment. Unlike Liao et al. (2017) study, I find that mutual fund managers do not

have a good ability to time market returns. However, most managers tend to increase

(decrease) market exposure when there is less (more) volatility and liquidity in the

market or when investor sentiment rises (falls). Judging by the persistence of timing

skills, most fund managers switch their timing strategies over the long term. But from

a short-term liquidity-timing and sentiment-timing perspective, mutual fund managers

tend to continue their origin timing strategies. In addition, only about 10% of funds

with top timing performance can maintain their performance. However, nearly 30% of

funds experience an extreme reversal in timing performance. These inferences still

hold in robustness tests.

My research on the timing ability of Chinese mutual fund managers hopes to

provide investors with a reference for selecting funds from the perspective of timing

ability. In fact, in recent years, as more and more fund managers chose quantitative

trading, a large number of timing factors are used when constructing trading strategies.

Among them, some factors are sought after by a large number of capitals because they

are widely regarded as effective. This can lead to lower returns or a sharp pullback in

factor returns. Therefore, further research on factor crowding can avoid the loss of

investment portfolios caused by factor failure.
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Appendix A. Timing factors measure

In this article, I use realized volatility to measure the volatility factor. First,

define the intraday log return for each stock to calculate realized volatility. The

following formula calculates intraday returns:

��,� = 퐼���/�,� − 퐼��(�−1)/�,�

퐼�� is the natural logarithm of the stock price, and N is the number of

observations of the return on a trading day. The opening log price on day t is �0,� ,

and the closing log price on day t is �1,� . In this article, realized volatility is

calculated using five-minute returns. So in a single trading day, there are N = 48.

Referring to the method of Andersen and Bollerslev (1998), realized volatility is

calculated by summing the squares of intraday high-frequency returns. In this article, I

monthly the daily realized volatility indicator. Regarding the actual situation of the

Chinese market, in this article, the number of trading days per month is taken as 20

days. The formula is as follows:

Vm,t=
1
20 i=1

N ri,t2�

To measure the liquidity factor in this paper, I use the market liquidity

measurement method proposed by Pastor and Stambaugh (2003). This liquidity factor

is an equal-weighted average of individual stock liquidity based on the current

month's daily returns and trading volume. Therefore, for each stock I listed on the

Shanghai and Shenzhen A-share markets within each month t, its liquidity x is

obtained by the following formula:

��,�+1,�
� = ��,� +��,���,�,� +��,�푠���(��,�,�

� )푣���,�,� + ��,�+1,�
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��,�,� is the return of stock i on day t; ��,�,�
� is the excess return of stock i on day t,

and 푣���,�,� is the trading volume of stock i on day t. d=1,2,...,��,� ,��,� is the

number of days in month t for stock i. The ��,� coefficient measures the expected

return reversal at a given amount and controls for lagging stock excess returns.

Generally, the larger the return reversal, the poorer the liquidity. Therefore, the

smaller (larger) the absolute value of the coefficient ��,�, the more (lower) liquid the

stock is in that month. Considering that the size of the stock market increases over

time, I use a scaling factor �� / �1 to adjust the liquidity measure for the entire

market:

Lm,t=
��
�1

1
�� �=1

�� ��,��

�� is the number of stocks in the A-share market in month t, and �� is the total

market value of all sample stocks in month t at the end of month t-1. In general, the

worse the liquidity, the more negative and larger the liquidity indicator Lm,t is

expected to be.

For the investor sentiment factor measure, I use the Chinese investor sentiment

index ISI constructed by Sun et al. (2014) using the construction method of the BW

index (Baker and Wurgler, 2006). The process is first to select six indicators to

measure investor sentiment, including the average discount rate of Closed-end Funds

(CEFD), the average return on the first day of IPO (RIOP), the number of IPO (NIPO),

the new investor account (NA), the market turnover rate (TURN) and the consumer

confidence index (CCI). Then, considering that there may be a time advance or lag in

the reflection of investor sentiment by different indicators, the principal component

analysis of the advance and lagged variables of the six indicators is firstly carried out.

An investor sentiment index containing 12 variables is constructed. Correlation
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analysis is carried out on the sentiment index and the advance and lagged variables of

the six indicators, respectively. The six variables with more significant correlation

coefficients are selected as the source indicators for constructing the comprehensive

investor sentiment index.
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Figures and Tables
Figure 1

The number and duration of funds
Figure 1 plots the number of stock mutual funds in sample and the duration of funds from January
2005 to December 2020.
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Figure 2
Market realized volatility vs CSI300 index

Figure 2 plots the time series of monthly market realized volatility vs CSI300 index. The sample
period is from 2005.01-2020.12.
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Figure 3
Market liquidity vs CSI300 index

Figure 3 plots the time series of monthly market realized liquidity vs CSI300 index. The sample
period is from 2005.01-2020.12.
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Figure 4
Market Investor sentiment vs CSI300 index

Figure 4 plots the time series of monthly market investor sentiment vs CSI300 index. The sample
period is from 2005.01-2020.12.
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Table 1
Summary statistics

The table presents summary statistics of the data. The return of stock funds is the excess return of
the equal-weighted portfolio including all stock funds in the sample, and N is the total number of
stock funds in the sample period. Other variables include market excess return, size factor, value
factor, realized volatility (volatility), the Pastor-Stambaugh liquidity (liquidity) and investor
sentiment index. The sample period is 192 months from January 2005 to December 2020. The
number of stock mutual funds in sample is 729.

Summary Statistics

N Mean Median STD 25% 75%
Return（Mutual Fund） 729 0.975 0.903 1.556 0.386 1.869

MKT 192 0.953 1.130 8.044 -2.850 4.910
SMB 192 0.750 0.400 4.790 -1.760 3.680
VMG 192 0.985 1.025 3.912 -1.150 3.660

Volatility 192 1.804 0.930 2.036 0.524 2.356
Liquidity 192 -0.969 -0.699 1.290 -1.458 -0.283
Sentiment 192 0.062 -0.065 1.479 -1.005 0.655
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Table 2
The distribution of t-statistics for the timing coefficient

The table summarizes the distribution of the t-statistics of the timing coefficients obtained by
estimating the timing models.

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γiRm,t
2+βi,2SMBt + βi,3VMGt+ϵi,t

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γiRm,tD+βi,2SMBt + βi,3VMGt+ϵi,t
Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γi(Vm,t − Vm)Rm,t+βi,2SMBt + βi,3VMGt+ϵi,t
Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γi(Lm,t − Lm)Rm,t+βi,2SMBt + βi,3VMGt+ϵi,t

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γi(Sentt − Sent)Rm,t+βi,2SMBt + βi,3VMGt+ϵi,t

Ri,t is the excess return on each individual fund in month t, The independent variables include the
market excess return (Rm,t), a size factor (SMB), a earning price ratio value factor (VMG). Rm,t 2
is the square of the monthly market excess return in month t; D is a dummy variable. when rm > rf,
D=1. Vm,t is the monthly market realized volatility. Lm,t is the market liquidity-timing measure
(Pastor and Stambaugh, 2003) in month t. Sentt is the sentiment-timing measure in month t. The
coefficient γimeasures the market-timing ability, the volatility-timing ability, the liquidity-timing
ability and the sentiment-timing ability. For each mutual fund with at least 12 monthly return
observations.

Percentage of funds for t-statistics of the timing coefficient
t<=-2.326 t<=-1.96 t<=-1.645 t>=1.645 t>=1.96 t>=2.326

Market timing
-TM 4.93 8.12 12.92 12.65 9.45 5.59

Market timing
-HM 3.73 7.32 11.32 9.19 5.06 3.06

Volatility timing 5.19 9.85 14.25 7.72 5.86 3.73
Liquidity timing 13.18 18.64 23.57 12.12 7.72 5.73
Sentiment timing 5.99 9.32 12.65 20.11 16.11 11.19
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Table 3
Bootstrap analysis of market, volatility, liquidity and sentiment timing

In this table, for analyzing the market, volatility liquidity and sentiment timing ability, the article
estimate the individual timing model. Each fund contains return observations over 12 months for
the period 01.2005 to 12.2020. The number of bootstrap iterations is 1000.
The table reports the t-statistics of the timing coefficients for both actual funds and simulated
funds. In addition, the table shows the percentage by which the absolute value of t-values for
simulated funds are lower than the values for actual funds.

Market Timing-TM Market Timing-HM Volatility Timing Liquidity Timing Sentiment Timing

|Sim|<|Act| 0.542 0.552 0.547 0.615 0.604

Market Timing-TM Market Timing-HM Volatility Timing Liquidity Timing Sentiment Timing

Pct Sim Act Sim Act Sim Act Sim Act Sim Act
Bottom 1% -3.322 -3.653 -2.762 -3.222 -3.099 -3.312 -3.258 -4.808 -3.296 -3.377
Bottom 5% -2.167 -2.282 -1.871 -2.261 -1.974 -2.389 -2.068 -3.241 -2.079 -2.504
Bottom 10% -1.643 -1.820 -1.444 -1.718 -1.500 -1.953 -1.565 -2.584 -1.575 -1.923
Bottom 25% -0.857 -1.027 -0.765 -1.033 -0.786 -1.185 -0.815 -1.562 -0.822 -0.928

50% -0.017 -0.088 -0.007 -0.181 0.000 -0.383 0.000 -0.398 -0.005 0.221
Top 25% 0.830 0.949 0.748 0.771 0.785 0.524 0.816 0.755 0.811 1.370
Top 10% 1.627 1.912 1.429 1.571 1.504 1.384 1.566 1.790 1.570 2.405
Top 5% 2.157 2.460 1.855 1.955 1.977 2.094 2.068 2.462 2.079 3.119
Top 1% 3.345 4.370 2.752 3.283 3.128 4.842 3.271 5.428 3.325 7.306
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Table 4
Persistence of the timing ability in Fama-MacBeth regression

This table shows the results of Fama-MacBeth (1973) regression applied to mutual fund timing
coefficient. The table summarizes the parameters of the regression, and its t-value distribution.
By estimating timing models, each fund is regressed for each year in panel A, and in panel B, each
fund is regressed quarterly. The timing ability is measured by timing coefficient ( γi ). The
obtained performance and its lagged value are regressed using the Fama-MacBeth method. The
formula is as follows:

γi,t =αt
p+βt

pγi,t−1+ϵt
p

γi,t is the timing coefficient in timing models.γi,t−1 is the lagged value of the timing
coefficient in time t.

Panel A: The t-statistics of the coefficient based on timing ability (Yearly)
Market timing -TM Market timing -HM Volatility timing Liquidity timing Sentiment timing

Coefficient (βt
p) -0.209 -0.287 -0.115 -0.127 -0.219

t-value -0.482 -0.516 -0.763 -0.565 -0.839

The percentage of t-statistics distribution

Positive 29.711 34.805 25.976 35.654 21.902

t>=1.645 5.212 5.405 3.475 5.985 3.861

t>=1.96 3.861 3.668 2.510 4.247 3.089

t>=2.326 2.317 2.510 2.124 2.896 2.317

Negative 70.289 65.195 74.024 64.346 78.098

t<=-2.326 5.792 7.336 4.247 8.687 7.529

t<=-1.96 8.494 10.425 6.757 13.127 12.934

t<=-1.645 12.741 15.444 11.390 17.761 18.919

Panel B: The t-statistics of the coefficient based on timing ability (Quarterly)
Market timing -TM Market timing -HM Volatility timing Liquidity timing Sentiment timing

Coefficient (βt
p) -0.207 -0.363 -0.138 0.189 -0.004

t-value -0.513 -0.724 -0.771 0.033 -0.148

The percentage of t-statistics distribution

Positive 34.339 29.167 17.105 46.264 39.145

t>=1.645 5.090 2.844 2.695 9.880 9.915

t>=1.96 3.743 2.395 1.946 5.689 7.179

t>=2.326 2.096 0.898 1.497 4.341 4.103

Negative 65.661 70.833 82.895 53.736 60.855

t<=-2.326 3.892 4.940 3.743 1.796 1.538

t<=-1.96 6.737 8.234 5.539 3.144 2.393

t<=-1.645 11.078 13.473 8.832 5.539 3.590
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Table 5
Persistence of the fund performance based on timing model

This table shows the results of Fama-MacBeth(1973) regression applied to mutual fund timing
performance. The table summarizes the parameters of the regression, and its t-value distribution.
By estimating timing models, each fund is regressed for each year in panel A, and in panel B, each
fund is regressed quarterly. The fund performance based on timing models (Perfi,t ) is calculated
by alpha and timing term. The obtained performance and its lagged value are regressed using the
Fama-MacBeth method. The formula is as follows:

Perfi,t=αi+γif(Rm,t)
Perfi,t =αt

p+βt
pPerfi,t−1+ϵt

p

f(Rm,t) is the timing term in each timing model. For TM market timing model, f(Rm,t)=Rm,t2 ; for
HM market timing model, f(Rm,t)=Rm,tD; for volatility timing model, f(Rm,t)=(Vm,t − Vm)Rm,t ;
for liquidity timing model, f(Rm,t)=(Lm,t − Lm)Rm,t; for liquidity timing model, f(Rm,t)=(Sentt −
Sent)Rm,t.

Panel A: The t-statistics for the fund performance based on timing model (Yearly)

Market timing-TM Market timing-HM Volatility timing Liquidity timing Sentiment timing

Coefficient (βt
p) -0.223 -0.166 -0.591 -0.221 -0.197

t-value -0.729 -0.271 -0.687 -0.672 -0.723

The percentage of t-statistics distribution

Positive 32.692 31.481 28.114 31.818 26.599

t>=1.645 5.917 5.374 4.607 4.798 3.647

t>=1.96 4.339 4.415 3.455 4.223 3.263

t>=2.326 3.156 3.263 2.111 3.071 2.111

Negative 67.308 68.519 71.886 68.182 73.401

t<=-2.326 5.523 5.758 8.829 10.173 5.566

t<=-1.96 9.073 9.213 12.284 13.436 8.445

t<=-1.645 13.412 14.779 16.315 17.466 13.436

Panel B: The t-statistics for the fund performance based on timing model (Quarterly)
Market timing-TM Market timing-HM Volatility timing Liquidity timing Sentiment timing

Coefficient (βt
p) -0.114 -0.156 -0.043 -0.051 -0.105

t-value -0.317 -0.572 -0.315 -0.355 -0.404

The percentage of t-statistics distribution

Positive 42.647 29.853 41.176 35.882 35.147

t>=1.645 6.324 3.529 7.206 5.147 6.912

t>=1.96 3.971 2.206 5.588 3.676 4.706

t>=2.326 1.912 1.471 3.676 2.647 2.353

Negative 60.441 73.235 61.912 67.206 67.941

t<=-2.326 6.618 6.471 6.176 4.412 4.412

t<=-1.96 8.529 11.029 11.029 6.618 7.500

t<=-1.645 12.794 16.029 16.029 11.471 12.059
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Table 6
Persistence of the top and bottom fund performance based on timing model

This table shows retention rate of the Top and Bottom portfolios constructed by sorting funds by
timing performance. In Panel A, all mutual funds are sorted annually; in Panel B, the frequency of
re-sorting is quarterly.
The table separately records the retention ratio of the Top portfolio and Bottom portfolio in the
next time interval, that is, the percentage of mutual funds that have not changed in the portfolio.
At the same time, it records the extreme reversal of the timing performance of mutual funds in
adjacent time intervals, that is, the percentage of the fund from the top portfolio to the bottom
portfolio or from the bottom portfolio to the top portfolio.

Perfi,t=αi+γif(Rm,t)

The timing performance (Perfi,t ) is calculated by alpha and timing term. According to timing
performance, all stock mutual funds are sorted quarterly and annually, and the top 10% of them
are defined as the top portfolio, and the worst 10% are defined as the bottom portfolio. All
portfolios are equal-weighted portfolios.

Panel A: Retention and Reversal Rate for Top and Bottom Portfolio (Yearly)

Top-Top Bottom-Bottom Top-Bottom Bottom-Top Retention Reversal
Market timing

-TM 0.171 0.132 0.108 0.161 0.303 0.269

Market timing
-HM 0.167 0.109 0.082 0.128 0.275 0.209

Volatility timing 0.176 0.163 0.115 0.089 0.338 0.204
Liquidity timing 0.148 0.148 0.115 0.140 0.295 0.254
Sentiment timing 0.141 0.098 0.091 0.129 0.238 0.219

Panel B: Retention and Reversal Rate for Top and Bottom Portfolio (Quarterly)

Top-Top Bottom-Bottom Top-Bottom Bottom-Top Retention Reversal
Market timing

-TM 0.160 0.173 0.162 0.122 0.332 0.284

Market timing
-HM 0.134 0.154 0.173 0.151 0.288 0.324

Volatility timing 0.124 0.149 0.155 0.155 0.273 0.310

Liquidity timing 0.122 0.183 0.150 0.170 0.305 0.319

Sentiment timing 0.120 0.160 0.148 0.170 0.281 0.318
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Table 7
The distribution of t-statistics for the timing coefficient in CAPM model

The table summarizes the distribution of the t-statistics of the timing coefficients obtained by
estimating the timing models.

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γiRm,t
2+ϵi,t

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γiRm,tD+ϵi,t
Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γi(Vm,t − Vm)Rm,t+ϵi,t
Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γi(Lm,t − Lm)Rm,t+ϵi,t

Ri,t = αi + βi,1Rm,t + γi(Sentt − Sent)Rm,t+ϵi,t

Ri,t is the excess return on each individual fund in month t. Rm,t 2 is the square of the monthly
market excess return in month t; D is a dummy variable. when rm > rf, D=1. Vm,t is the monthly
market realized volatility. Lm,t is the market liquidity-timing measure (Pastor and Stambaugh,
2003) in month t. Sentt is the sentiment-timing measure in month t. The coefficient γimeasures
the market-timing ability, the volatility-timing ability, the liquidity-timing ability and the
sentiment-timing ability. For each mutual fund with at least 12 monthly return observations.

Percentage of funds for t-statistics of the timing coefficient -CAPM model

t<=-2.326 t<=-1.96 t<=-1.645 t>=1.645 t>=1.96 t>=2.326
Market timing

-TM 3.81 6.64 9.75 8.33 5.08 3.53

Market timing
-HM 1.97 4.63 7.87 6.60 3.79 2.81

Volatility timing 8.05 11.16 14.41 10.73 8.05 5.37
Liquidity timing 8.47 13.84 18.93 9.75 5.93 3.53
Sentiment timing 5.23 7.91 11.86 13.84 9.04 5.51
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Table 8
Persistence of the timing ability in Fama-MacBeth regression

The table shows the results of Fama-MacBeth (1973) regression applied to mutual fund timing
coefficient. The table summarizes the parameters of the regression, and its t-value distribution.
By estimating timing models, each fund is regressed for each year in panel A, and in panel B, each
fund is regressed quarterly. The timing ability is measured by timing coefficient ( γi ). The
obtained performance and its lagged value are regressed using the Fama-MacBeth method. The
formula is as follows:

γi,t =αt
p+βt

pγi,t−1+ϵt
p

γi,t is the timing coefficient in timing models established based on CAPM model, including
Equation ( 9) to (13). γi,t−1 is the lagged value of the timing coefficient in time t.

Panel A: The t-statistics of the coefficient based on timing ability (Yearly)
Market timing -TM Market timing -HM Volatility timing Liquidity timing Sentiment timing

Coefficient (βt
p) -0.297 -0.122 -0.248 -1.030 -0.258

t-value -1.006 -0.458 -0.606 -5.737 -0.817

The percentage of t-statistics distribution

Positive 30.390 30.900 24.788 29.032 20.883

t>=1.645 4.826 4.440 5.212 6.178 3.282

t>=1.96 3.668 2.703 3.282 5.019 2.703

t>=2.326 2.703 2.124 2.510 4.247 2.317

Negative 69.610 69.100 75.212 70.968 79.117

t<=-2.326 7.143 6.178 4.826 9.459 11.583

t<=-1.96 9.266 8.687 7.915 13.900 16.795

t<=-1.645 12.934 12.355 11.197 19.305 23.166

Panel B: The t-statistics of the coefficient based on timing ability (Quarterly)
Market timing -TM Market timing -HM Volatility timing Liquidity timing Sentiment timing

Coefficient (βt
p) -4.015 -0.093 -3.340 -0.215 -0.852

t-value -0.478 -0.687 -0.399 -0.608 -0.590

The percentage of t-statistics distribution

Positive 23.276 34.914 40.374 27.299 28.592

t>=1.645 2.695 4.491 1.647 2.545 3.743

t>=1.96 2.096 3.443 0.898 2.246 3.293

t>=2.326 1.347 2.994 0.599 1.048 2.246

Negative 76.724 65.086 59.626 72.701 71.408

t<=-2.326 1.048 7.036 3.293 4.491 5.988

t<=-1.96 1.796 10.629 4.790 8.832 8.683

t<=-1.645 4.790 14.671 7.335 13.473 13.174
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